[Distribution of small hydrophobic molecules in membranes. I. Artificial lipid membranes].
A hydrophobic uncharged fluorescent probe of 4-dimethylaminochalcone (DMC) interacted with synthetic phospholipid membranes. Comparison of absorption spectra and fluorescence of DMC in the membranes and organic solvents shows that in the membranes the DMC molecules are located not in the hydrocarbon layer but in the polar regions near the surface. The probe is distributed regularly along the surface forming no dimers and clusters. Polar groups which surround the probe in the membrane are less mobile than the molecules of organic solvents at the same temperature. The evaluation shows that the relaxation time of polar groups in the probe environment is longer than 0.15-10(-9) sec. The DMC molecules may be located in different sites of the membrane surface, which seem to differ from one another in the mobility of polar groups.